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Novel: 

0 of 0 review helpful A pleasantly stimulating read By Mitchell Weitzman In a sense this review is premature but not 
because I have not finished Sigal Samuel rsquo s layered absorbing book about a colorful cast of characters grappling 
with faith family identity and yes mysticism in a quirky Montreal community Rather I have only read it once and 
much like the subject the book delves into mdash Kabbalah mdash this Sigal Samuel rsquo s debut novel in the vein of 
Nicole Krauss rsquo s bestselling The History of Love is an imaginative story that delves into the heart of Jewish 
mysticism faith and family ldquo This is not an ordinary tree I am making ldquo This rdquo he said ldquo this is the 
Tree of Knowledge rdquo nbsp In the half Hasidic half hipster Montreal neighborhood of Mile End eleven year old 
Lev Meyer is discovering that there ldquo Rarely does one encounter a novel as full of charm and heart as Sigal 
Samuel rsquo s riveting The Mystics of Mile End A novel that takes up enormous questions about the very nature of 
existence with both profound intelligence and galloping humor 
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